
Reception Home Learning  

Thursday 28th January  

Topic Activities   
 
 
Speech bubbles show what a character is saying.  Choose a character  
from the story, draw their picture and a big speech bubble.  Write what  
the character might say by writing the sounds you can hear in the words. 
see the example opposite.  Remember finger spaces between your words. 

 
 
 

Phonics.   
 
This week we are going to be practicing reading and writing phase 2 high frequency words.  These 
are the words that are used the most for reading and writing.  They can be sounded out but it is  
even better if your child learns to read them by sight and write them from memory. 
Read your words from the last two days using the stepping stones that you made -   

a,  an,  as,  at,  if,  in, is, it, of, off, on, can, dad, had, back 

Today’s words are – and,  get,  big,  him,  his 

 
Make some more stepping stones with your child by cutting out circles of paper big enough for your child to step 
on.  Help them to write one of today’s high frequency words on each one and practice reading them together.  
Place your new stepping stones on the floor in a line with space in between with your ones from yesterday.  You 
should now have 20 stepping stones.  Jump to each stepping stone reading the word as you land on it.                              

 

             and              get              big                him               his 

 
Your child might enjoy spreading the stepping stones out so they are harder to jump 
between. 

 
Maths 
 

 
We are going to practice our learning about 1 more using this online lesson.  You will need your 10 
frame, number cards and counting objects. 
 
 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/exploring-one-more-within-10-
74v3cc?activity=video&step=1 
 

     

     

 

Please take a photo 

or video of your 

learning and upload 

it to Tapestry. 

 

Please take a photo of your learning and upload it to Tapestry. 
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